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InstantPay bitcoin casino is a new portal with slot machines, the creators of which intend to demonstrate an example of honest treatment of players and partners. Players are promised fair conditions with fast verification, instant payouts and 24/7 support.

InstantPay casino users get access to a huge collection of games, no deposit bonuses, big promotions and other cool stuff. The portal offers slots, roulette, blackjack and other casino games from two dozen popular providers.

InstantPay official website

The portal surprises with its unusual design. The non-standard design is expressed in the original structure, funny color scheme, unusual organization of menu sections and other interesting features. Separately, I would like to note the cheerful presentation of the institution in the About Us section.

Bitcoin Casino USA: https://ric-zai-inc.com/casino/btc-usa


Surely this style causes an ambiguous reaction among visitors, which depends on the degree of their conservatism and personal preferences. We’ll leave it to you to decide how successful this approach is.

InstantPay Bonuses

InstantPay bitcoin casino has prepared pleasant surprises for its users. Don’t look at the fact that the site has just opened – pretty cool bonuses await players. This means that InstantPay casino games will bring more fun on more favorable terms.

Fenikss Casino Bonuses

Welcome set of bonuses

After registering at the Instant Pay bitcoin casino, users get access to welcome bonuses. In this casino, the starter kit consists of bonuses for the first two deposits on the site. In total, you can get up to 0,0024 BTC to your bonus account and 100 free spins.

The lion’s share of the set comes with the first deposit. A 100% bonus up to 0,0017 BTC is activated only if the deposit amount is at least 0,00034 BTC or an equivalent amount. In addition, the player will receive 100 free spins within five days (20 pieces every day).

The second deposit promises a little less, but still not bad. For top-ups from 0,00034 BTC InstantPay casino will give a 75% bonus up to 0,00085 BTC. Both welcome set bonuses are subject to a wagering requirement of 50X. No bonus codes are required for deposit bonuses.

Bitcoin Casino Loyalty program

High rollers and loyal InstantPay users can benefit from the portal’s VIP membership. This program offers special conditions and rewards for those who are used to spending time playing bitcoin casino games and making real money bets.

This loyalty program provides different bonuses as you reach new levels. To get new levels, the user needs to earn “status” points. These points are awarded for real money bets in video slots, where one point is awarded for every 0.00035 BTC. In games with real dealers, this rate is different: 1 point corresponds to 0.0035 BTC.

The InstantPay Casino VIP program consists of ten regular and one special loyalty levels. At the first level, no rewards are available to the player, but already the second one offers a no deposit bonus, a birthday present and free spins for reaching the level.

The InstantPay bitcoin casino loyalty program includes the following bonuses:

	Weekly no deposit bonus
	50% bonus on Tuesdays up to 0.0015 BTC
	From 50% to 150% bonus on Fridays up to 0.0030 BTC
	From 20 to 300 free spins for medium levels
	From 0.0022 BTC up to 0.037 BTC for high levels
	Monthly cashback up to 10% without wager
	Birthday bonus
	Points exchange for New Year holidays


These awards are given for reaching ten levels of the VIP program. In addition, InstantPay bitcoin casino has another tier called “Black”. It cannot be achieved independently, since it is provided exclusively from the side of the portal itself. At this level, the player will receive exclusive prizes and incentives.

You can register to play for money in a few minutes. However, you will not be able to become an InstantPay customer if you are under eighteen years old, or if you live in one of the countries included in the list of excluded territories. You will find it under the review. In addition, the FAQ contains a list of countries whose citizens cannot play on models of individual brands.

During the registration process, you need to fill out a form. It consists of numerous pages on which it is necessary to indicate personal information:

	name
	address
	telephone
	email
	password and other data


Upon completion of the process, you will be automatically logged into your personal account. Then you can replenish your account, take bonuses and start playing at the casino for real money.

InstantPay does not offer a working mirror for bypassing the blocking of providers. If you are denied access to the site, make sure that you can use the services of the institution. Also check if gambling is prohibited by the laws of your country.

The features of the responsible gaming program operating on the portal are discussed in the Play Okay section. Here you can find recommendations, tests, contact details of gambling addiction specialists, as well as other important information.

The site is presented in several languages, including English. The user agreement is published in English.

Bitcoin Casino games and providers



The main page of the InstantPay-Casino.com site is a gaming lobby with new and popular slot machines. You can choose one of several dozen casino games from the start and start your gaming journey on this portal.

Here lies a special convenience for those players who are in no hurry to play slots for real money. Hovering over the game preview, you can click on the “Free game” option. Thanks to this, the selected game will be loaded in a free game mode for virtual currency, where the player does not risk anything. You don’t even need to create an account on the site for this!

But sooner or later, you will probably want to register. Instant Pay bitcoin casino users get access to over a thousand gambling games from renowned providers such as Amatic, Booming Games, ELK Studios, Endorphina, PlayTech, Play’n GO, Quickspin, Red Lion, Wazdan and many others.

To find your favorite casino games, you can and should use several ways to sort the list of applications. The blue button on the right side of the game lobby allows you to narrow the list down to a single slot provider. By default, games from all providers are displayed at once.

But there is another, more convenient way. InstantPay Casino games are divided into several categories: slots, roulette, live dealer games, card games, jackpot slots, novelties and slots with the Bonus Buy feature. If you want to view exclusively the applications of one of these categories, you can click on it and start researching.

Bitcoin Casino Video Slots

InstantPay-Casino bitcoin casino provides access to over a thousand slot machines with a variety of characters and themes. Those who like to play slots online will definitely not get bored on this portal. With so much variety, choosing your favorite game will be a fun process.

Video slots developers are coming up with more and more ideas for new applications. Hidden among the InstantPay casino slots are games dedicated to Oktoberfest, race car drivers, loving bullfighters, popular rock bands, Alice in Wonderland and everything else imaginable.

Recently, Instant Pay casino players often play the following slots:

	2 Gods: Zeus versus Thor (Yggdrasil)
	Feline Fury (Play’n GO)
	Arthur’s Fortune (Yggdrasil)
	Fruit Boxes (iSoftBet)
	Rabbit Hole (Play ‘n GO)
	Hyper Burst (Yggdrasil)
	Bells on Fire (Amatic)
	Twisted Sister (Play’n GO)
	Fortune Girl (Amatic)
	Cool Diamonds 2 (Amatic)


The portal has about 70 progressive jackpot applications. This section is also distinguished by a sufficient variety of topics. On the previews of most jackpot games, you can see the amount of a particular jackpot, which is very useful. The largest amount is currently being played in The Glam Life slots from BetSoft, amounting to around 16.12 BTC.

On the home page, you can see both the list of the latest winners and the ranking of the players with the biggest winnings. It looks like InstantPay bitcoin casino already has a few lucky ones who managed to hit the jackpot. For example, now in the first place of the top winners is the player with a win of 0.39 BTC in the game Mystery Museum.

Bitcoin Casino Table games

The presence of separate game categories allows users to quickly find roulette and a variety of card games. In total, there are 25 applications with different types of roulette and over 140 card games. These sections are almost completely filled with Evolution Gaming products.

InstantPay Casino table games include baccarat, blackjack and poker. There are no applications for the game of dice so far. The selection of poker games is not very impressive as there are only two poker apps on the portal.

The situation is completely different with blackjack. Those who love this game are sure to give credit to the selection of InstantPay casino games. The fact is that the site has about a hundred different variations of blackjack. There is definitely something to choose from – even the most demanding fans admit this.

Games with real dealers

Fans of live dealer video apps can start to rejoice. InstantPay bitcoin casino has about 150 live dealer games from Evolution Gaming, a leading provider of live casino games with world-class products.

This section is bursting at the seams with a number of great games, among which you can see roulette, baccarat and blackjack. Each of these games is available in many variations, where not only the dealer and the halls differ, but also the types of games.

Live dealers

InstantPay Live casino is designed for fans of online gambling with real croupiers. Many models can be played with real dealers:

	Live Roulette
	Live Blackjack
	Live Texas Hold’em
	Live 3 Card Poker and other games


Many of them come in several varieties.

The broadcasts are carried out from the studios of leading providers, including Evolution Gaming and Netent.

InstantPay Live Casino is available only to registered users. Bets are accepted with real money. There are different limits at the tables, so check the nuances of the rules in the institution.

Play InstantPay Bitcoin Casino for free without registration

New clients do not receive a no deposit bonus in InstantPay. Players are offered other types of incentive promotions, free demo slots for testing, and other opportunities.

It is allowed to test slot machines “for fun” in a demo version. Slots for free in InstantPay are opened after registering an account and entering your personal account

Bonuses, promotions and promo codes

InstantPay offers a variety of promotions for clients. New players receive a starter package consisting of the following offers:

	Free spins on the popular slot machine
	100% first deposit bonus up to three hundred euros


Regular customers participate in other events:

	Regular deposit bonuses
	Promotions within the loyalty program
	Free spins on different conditions
	Prize drawings and so on


Bonus promotional codes, detailed rules, wagering conditions and other information about the bonus program can be found on the official website.

InstantPay Bitcoin Casino Free Spins

Upon registration, new customers receive twenty free spins on Play’n GO’s Book of Dead slot. Payouts received during free spins must be wagered thirty times.

You can also get free spins in other ways:

	As part of regular promotions
	According to the loyalty program
	As a prize in tournaments and so on


The details of the rules need to be clarified separately in each case.

VIP club: privileges and loyalty program

Loyal players enjoy numerous benefits including different types of promotions, bet points and more.

Achievement system is in place. Players collect points earned for bets and move through the levels. Each new stage gives bonuses, free spins and other gifts.

High rollers can receive individual bonuses. Personal managers work with VIP clients. For VIPs, there are accelerated withdrawal periods, overstated limits and other privileges.

InstantPay Bitcoin Casino on mobile devices

InstantPay-Casino.com easily adapts to smartphones and tablets on Android / iOS. Site elements retain their appearance and do not “creep” on larger screens. The text remains readable even with a diagonal of less than five inches, which will delight many iPhone users.

InstantPay casino games look no worse on mobile devices than on the main web version. The graphics of most applications are not too demanding, but at the same time they are quite colorful and pleasant to look at. The buttons and options are located in their places to make it comfortable enough to play without accidentally bumping your finger on something like a volume slider.

The InstantPay mobile casino is generally pretty neat. The registration and login buttons are located at the top of the main page, so you won’t miss them. Right below them there is a banner with information about the portal bonuses. Below is the actual gaming lobby. Users can filter games by the same basic categories (slots, roulette, jackpots, and so on) or select games from a specific provider.

In the upper left corner is the side menu button. This menu allows you to quickly navigate between the game lobby and information pages. In addition, there is a “Live Chat” option that opens a chat window for contacting support.

InstantPay payment methods

InstantPay bitcoin casino provides its users with convenient ways to quickly replenish the balance on the site. Payment options include credit and prepaid cards, online banking systems, e-wallets, and bank transfers.

In most cases, the minimum deposit amount is 0.00018 BTC or equivalent. The upper limit for deposits is 0.070 BTC, but some payment methods have lower amounts.

The minimum withdrawal amount is 0.00035 BTC for all methods except bank transfer (in this case 0.0035 BTC). In one day, you can withdraw up to 0.053 BTC, and in a month – up to 0.53 BTC.

The current information about the payment methods of the bitcoin casino InstantPay can be viewed on this page.

Fiat currencies

InstantPay Bitcoin Casino accepts deposits in currencies such as Euro, American, Canadian and New Zealand dollar, Kazakhstani tenge, Polish zloty, Norwegian krone and Japanese yen. The selected currency can later be changed to another in the player’s personal profile.

Payment methods include MasterCard and VISA cards, Skrill, Neteller payment systems and many other options. There are 10 ways to withdraw funds, including the above options.

Cryptocurrencies

Currently InstantPay bitcoin casino does not accept cryptocurrency deposits. The information will be updated as soon as the site starts accepting bitcoins. Follow the news!

Customer support

The Instant Pay bitcoin casino website provides two ways to contact support.

There is a blue button with a white bubble in the lower right corner of the site. If you click on it, a chat window will open. Using the chat, you can instantly contact a support agent. To do this, you just need to indicate your name, email address and click on the button to start the conversation.

In addition, at the bottom of the site you will find a “Contacts” section and a link to the “Support” page. By clicking on the link, a small contact form will open. It is very simple to fill it out: you need to leave your email address for feedback and describe the problem. After that, you need to send a message to the support team and wait for a response that will come to the specified address.

Security and license

InstantPay-Casino.com is operated by N1 Interactive Ltd. This bitcoin casino operates under the license of the regulatory authority of the Republic of Malta. The license provides for compliance with a number of regulations and laws, including those related to responsible gambling and player safety.

The “Privacy Policy” section states that Instant Pay Casino is committed to protecting the personal data of its users properly. The user reserves the right to revoke permission to use his data at any convenient time.

Of the additional ways to protect a personal profile on an bitcoin casino website, two-factor authentication is available to users. 2FA activation minimizes the risks of unauthorized access to a player’s account when properly handled with a trusted device.

In Conclusions

Despite the large selection of slots, roulette and blackjack, some players will be disappointed to note the lack of dice and the small selection of poker apps. With the rest of the advantages of the InstantPay game collection, it would still not hurt to replenish it with a dozen or more applications for those who love the mentioned games.

The lack of search in the list of games makes life difficult for those users who forgot to add applications to the favorites list. If these are slots, then you will have to search among hundreds and hundreds of casino games, and this takes a fair amount of time.

Among the advantages of InstantPay bitcoin casino, first of all, it is worth highlighting the following:

1. More than a thousand slot machines

2. Payouts of winnings in a few minutes

3. Verification without unnecessary delays

4. Two bonuses for a deposit

5. VIP program rewards

6. Honest treatment of players

7. Responsive support

8. Excellent mobile version

9. Availability of Malta license

10. Additional site mirrors

InstantPay Casino will appeal to a wide variety of gambler categories. If you love to play blackjack, this portal will be loved twice! It has everything you need for relaxing gambling and chasing crazy jackpots.
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